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Abstract
Vector fields may come from video data (via optical flow and tracking), from weather phenomena (e.g.,
wind speed and direction), and from medical imaging.
An important component in analyzing this data is to be
able to quantitatively compare different points within a
vector field or across different fields of the same type.
We present a novel local descriptor to compare individual points in a vector field and rank them based on
which are most similar to a selected point. The descriptor captures the statistics of the neighboring vector field
around a central point and is discriminating, robust to
noise, and efficient to generate and compare.

1 Introduction
Vector field data is becoming more prevalent in video
analysis (optical flow and tracking), weather monitoring
(e.g., wind and water speed and direction), and medical imaging (e.g., phase-contrast magnetic-resonance
angiography captures 3D velocity fields of moving tissue [12]). An essential component in analyzing this
data is to quantitatively compare different points within
a vector field or across different fields of the same type.
Such comparisons will enable us to evaluate how the
vector field has changed at a point, and to find point correspondences that can be used to register vector fields
when the transformation to align them is unknown.
Our contribution is a rotationally invariant, robust local descriptor that captures the distribution of vectors
around a central point. In Section 4, we show that our
local descriptor is precise through self-similarity tests
that compare selected points in planar vector fields to
all other points in the domain.

2 Related Work
Vector field analysis identifies singularities (critical
points where the magnitude of the vector vanishes), separatrices, and periodic orbits. Singularities are further
classified into sinks, sources, saddles, focus, and center
points using the Jacobian. There is much research in the

areas of vector field analysis and singularity classification, including [5, 10, 13, 14, 3, 15]. Previous work in
comparing vector fields have focused on defining a metric to compute the distance between singularities using
alternate phase plane coordinate systems [7, 11]. However, many naturally occuring vector fields do not contain singularities, and non-singular points can exhibit
interesting features such as the ridge formed where opposing vectors meet in Figure 3. Such ridges often occur in water currents. Instead of relying on singularities, we compute a local descriptor for every point in
the field. Although we do not explicitly track singularities, our approach is able to locate them by virtue of
finding points with distinctive local descriptors.
Geometric, or shape, distributions provide a way of
comparing shapes based on statistical properties [1, 8].
These approaches record the distribution of a selected
feature in a histogram for efficient storage, indexing,
and comparison. A single global histogram may be
generated for the entire shape, or one local histogram
for each surface point. Local histograms store information about the neighborhood surrounding a central
point and are used to find point correspondences. Points
are compared by computing a difference, or norm, between their local histograms. Standard norms include
the Minkowski LN norms, the χ2 , Battacharyya, and
Earth Mover’s distance, and the correlation coefficient.
Geometric distributions are invariant to rotations and
translations of the underlying domain (e.g., surface) and
robust to noise due to their statistical nature.
Statistics on vector fields from optical flow have
been explored in [9] where the goal was to obtain a
global statistic for use as a prior in optical flow computation, not to define a local descriptor. We focus on
local distributions that can be used to compare points
within and between vector fields. In shape matching,
successful approaches to generating local distributions
include spin-images [6] and shape contexts [2, 4] which
store the distribution of neighbors surrounding a central
point. We now describe how we adapt these concepts to
develop a local distribution for planar vector fields.
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Figure 1. Left: Spin-image for surface points in [6].
Right: Our new vector spin-image for planar domains
bins neighboring points based on distance α from the
central point and dot-product β between the neighbor’s
vector and the central point’s vector. All points on the
yellow circle have a common α but β may differ.

3 A Local Distribution for Vector Fields
In developing a local descriptor for vector fields, our
goals are similar to those for surface points. The descriptor must be robust to noise, invariant to transformations, discriminating, and efficient to generate and
compare. We apply concepts from shape contexts and
spin-images to create a local descriptor for vector fields
which we call a vector spin-image. In Figure 1, we compare the spin-image for surface data (left) to the vector
spin-image (right). Spin-images for an oriented surface
point are computed by spinning the plane containing the
normal vector about the normal axis while binning all
surface points as they intersect the plane (making it invariant to rotations) [6]. The spin-image is indexed by
the distance α from the central point and the depth β
from the central point’s tangent plane.
For planar vector fields, we define the vector spinimage indices as the distance α from the central point
and the dot-product β between the 2D vector at the central point and that of the neighbor. We then bin (tally)
the number of neighbors (within a given radius around
the central point) based on their α and β values, resulting in a 2D histogram. Because areas far from the central point are deemed less important in a local descriptor, we use a log scale for radius α to achieve lower resolution in these areas as prescribed in shape contexts [4]:
i rmax
)}
(1)
ri = exp{ln(rmin ) + (
I rmin
In the above equation, rmin is the radius of the bin
containing the central point; rmax is the maximum support of the spin-image; and i goes from 0 to I where
I +1 is the total number of radial bins. Bins far from the
center will have high counts, but because each bin contributes equally to the difference (Equation 2), a point in
one such bin actually has less effect on the difference.
Histograms are normalized prior to computing the
difference between them. Without normalization, the

computed difference between points near the boundary of the field and all other points is incorrect due to
missing data (boundary histograms have far fewer data
points resulting in lower bin values). Normalization
greatly reduces these effects, but even with normalization, there are residual errors at the boundaries as shown
in Figure 2 (top-left). Inversely weighting the bins by
the bin area (which increases at larger radii) also does
not eliminate the boundary errors. We have found two
approaches that solve the boundary problems. The first
(not shown) normalizes each bin by the total number of
sample points gathered within the bin’s concentric ring
which is effectively an approximation of bin size. In
the second approach, we borrow from image processing
and reflect the vector field around edges to fill in missing data. By doing so, we are essentially making the
assumption that the missing data is statistically similar
to areas of the vector field nearby. Figure 2 shows that
using reflections completely eliminates boundary errors
and does not adversely affect the computed difference
anywhere on the interior of the field.
In Section 4, we use reflection to generate spinimages and focus on illustrating the effects of support
radius and bin resolution, as well as the precision of our
algorithm in determining the similarity of a vector field
with respect to a selected point in the field.

4

Results and Conclusions

We generate synthetic vector fields using Zhang et
al.’s design tool [15]. We tested our algorithm on simple fields with a few different singularities, on fields
without singularities but with distinctive features, and
on complex fields designed for painterly rendering [15].
Source singularities are green; sinks are red; saddles
are yellow; centers are pink (attracting) and cyan (repelling); and regular vectors are cyan arrows. All vector
fields are 512x512 in size. For each field, we perform a
self-similarity test wherein a point in the field is selected
(indicated by X or a dot in the images) and compared to
all other points in the field using the χ2 distance. The
χ2 distance between N-bin normalized histograms, f
and g, is:
N
1  (f [i] − g[i])2
(2)
χ2 : D(f, g) =
2 i=1 f [i] + g[i]

4.1

Effects of Support Radius and Resolution

Figure 2 shows the effects of reducing the support
(maximum) radius of vector spin-images (top row) and
of reducing histogram resolution (bottom row). We use
three sets of radius parameters (rmin = 5, rmax = 60;
rmin = 3, rmax = 40; and rmin = 2, rmax = 20
pixels) and three histogram resolutions (10 × 10, 8 × 8,
and 5 × 5). We also tested rectangular spin-images with
higher radial resolution than dot-product and vice versa.
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Figure 2. Self-similarity of a test vector field (lower-left) to a selected point (X). Top: effects of bin normalization and
decreasing rmax . Bottom: effects of bin resolution on a constant support (rmax = 60). Red to blue = increasing similarity.

The time to generate spin-images which depends
on the max radius far surpasses the time to compare
them. Computing a spin-image for rmax = 60 is 4×
longer than for rmax = 40 which is 4× longer than
for rmax = 20. However, with a small support radius,
the descriptor becomes less discriminating. In the selfsimilarity test in Figure 2, many more points are found
to be similar to the selected point when rmax = 20. In
general, the measured differences become coarser with
fine differences disappearing as the support radius is reduced. Depending on the application, the more efficient
small support radius may be sufficient. For example,
if the goal is to locate singular points, a small support
does just as well as shown in Figure 2 (top row).
Spin-images for all points in a vector field can be
pre-computed and stored in a database for comparison
to other fields later. The number of comparisons grows
significantly when the goal is to register multiple points
between different vector fields. Hence, it is important
to reduce the time for computing the difference between
vector spin-images. The time complexity for the χ2 distance (and most other distance metrics) is linear with respect to the histogram size. We can reduce the computation time by using lower resolution vector spin-images.
The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the effects of doing
so. A significant difference in the self-similarity test is
seen with 5 × 5 spin-images when compared with the
results using 10 × 10 spin-images (8 × 8 gives nearly
identical results). By reducing the resolution only in

the radial dimension and maintaining high resolution
for dot-product, we obtain essentially the same results
as with our highest resolution vector spin-images. Note
that reducing dot-product resolution while maintaining
high radial resolution produces the opposite effect (selfsimilarity results are similar to using the lowest resolution histograms). This implies that the distribution of
vector orientation is a key component in distinguishing
between different points in the vector field.

4.2

Identifying Distinct Features

The results in Figure 2 reveal that our local descriptor cannot distinguish between different types of singularities (the test vector field contains a sink, source
and saddle) but can precisely locate singularity position.
The magnitude of the vector at the singularity vanishes,
resulting in zero-valued dot-products and a local distribution that is the same for all types of singularities but
differs from all non-singular points.
In Figure 3, we show that our local descriptor is effective in extracting distinct features from fields that
contain no singularities. The first example has a ridge
formed by two opposing vector fields. By selecting a
point on the ridge (1), all other ridge points are highlighted as similar. The second selected point (2) is just
off the ridge, and shows the sensitivity of our algorithm
because the ridge is now no longer marked as similar. In
the second example, we have selected two points – (1)
a ridge-like feature and (2) in an area where the vectors
are uniformly straight. In both cases, our algorithm is
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Figure 3. Vector fields with no singularities but with distinctive features. Red to blue = increasing similarity to green dots.

able to segment the field into two distinct regions.
In Figure 4, we apply our algorithm to complex vector fields from painterly rendering [15]. On the left, we
choose a distinct point (the tip of a cat’s ear in the image data). On the right, we chose a point in a swirl.
The self-similarity tests highlight similar areas such as
the lower-middle area in the field on the right where the
vectors turn. In future work, we will cluster vector spinimages to more efficiently compare whole vector fields.
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Figure 4. Vector fields from painterly rendering [15].
Bottom: self-similarity to selected points (X).
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